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"Original theories and techniques for reading improvement... a totally exclusive method of presenting practice exercises" ~ Richard
Sutz, Author of Speed Reading for Dummies "It's amazing that so much could have been written since Evelyn Wood and no one
came up with the idea of 'speed comprehension.'" ~ Dr. James Young, Ph.D., Professor of English Get 100 ONE-MINUTE SPEED
READING DRILLS, and start reading faster today. Original Phrase-Reading Technique: Struggling to keep your mind from
wandering? Make reading more interesting. Hard to remember what you read? Make reading more memorable. Difficult to stay
focused? Give your mind something better to focus on. Getting bored while reading? Offer your brain something more meaningful.
Muttering the words in your head? Use an alternative to the sounds of words. Straining to maintain your concentration? Give your
brain what it craves. Can't find time to practice? Takes less time than brushing your teeth! Do you feel stuck with slow reading?
Are you just going through the motions with almost nothing to show for your efforts at the end of each page? Do you get bored or
frustrated with your reading? In 100 One-Minute Speed Reading Drills, best-selling author David Butler gives you straight-forward
simple exercises to increase your reading speed with daily one-minute phrase-highlighted reading sprints. Simple and Quick OneMinute Exercises: Speed reading is 600 wpm. Each of these 100 excerpts is 600 words long. Each excerpt is phrase-highlighted
for faster reading. Read it in a minute... and you're speed reading! Practice regularly to develop this into a habit. As you practice,
you'll discover what speed reading feels like, as your mind adapts by paying more attention to phrases and ideas than to words
and sounds. You actually read faster because you comprehend faster. The Greatest Speed Reading Technique in the World This
is not another repetition of the same old hackneyed speed reading suggestions that simply come down to forcing yourself to see
words faster. This is a technique that gets to the root of the problem: comprehension speed. Instead struggling to stop stubborn
habits or forcing your eyes to do strange exercises, 100 ONE-MINUTE SPEED READING DRILLS gives you quick and simple
exercises, that make reading faster easy, by giving you a simple way to practice reading whole meaningful phrases at a time. This
unique phrase-highlighted format lets you fly across the text, treating phrases like they were single words. Taking in whole ideas
this way, speeds up your reading by speeding up your comprehension. You read faster because you understand faster. Ready to
start reading faster? Pick any of the 100 excerpts... Look at Your Watch... And Go! Nowhere else will you find text specially
designed to assist your speed training. Just turn to any one of these 600-word excerpts, start your timer, and fly through the text.
Do this in 60 seconds and you'll know exactly what speed reading is. Practice each day and your brain will adapt its relationship to
text and switch to reading ideas instead of sounds. 600 words in 60 seconds = Speed Reading SIMPLE. STRAIGHT-FORWARD.
EFFECTIVE. It's common sense. It's effective. It's easy. It only takes a minute. Get started today. It's your future! Click on "Look
Inside" to Find Out More!
A complete program of practice exercises designed to improve reading speed and comprehension includes tips on study habits
and test-taking skills.
The Speed Reading Book will transform the way you read forever. Tony Buzan's fifty years of practice and research in speed
reading will give you revolutionary reading techniques that have produced some of the fastest speed readers in the world,
including the current World Speed Reading Champion. As well as dramatically improving your reading speed, you'll think faster,
more creatively and sharpen your memory. Tony Buzan will show you - * *Read at speeds of over 1000 words per-minute. *Not
just simple skim-reading, but also properly and completely comprehending, understanding and retaining the information you've
read. *Find out how fast your reading speed is now and then discover how you could be reading dramatically faster in no time.
This fully revised and updated edition of the powerful book from the world-renowned authority Tony Buzan, will show you exactly
how you can quickly start to read at amazing speeds. The techniques in the book are ideal for teachers, students or executives indeed, anyone who wants to improve the speed, comprehension and quality of their reading. The benefits of speed reading are
numerous, no matter where or why you read. You'll be able to zip through whole novels in one sitting; you'll speed through
newspapers and magazines in minutes; you'll be the envy of your colleagues as you consume and understand business reports in
record time. Speed Reading will revolutionise the way you read. You'll save days, weeks even months of your precious time; you'll
learn more efficiently and quickly; and you'll be left marvelling at your new-found speed-reading abilities.
ARE YOU A SLOW OR FAST READER ? KEEP READING... Triple your speed reading understanding anything right brain better
retention read ideas. Objective of this book is for you to read three times faster, understanding what you are reading. If you are
now reading 300 words / minute, the purpose of the exercises is to read 900 words / minute. In short this book is amazing. Give
the principles and practices in this book a chance and you'll be amazed at the diffrences they can make. Sroll up and click on the
BUY button.
Despite my skepticism, one day I picked up a book on speed reading at a local book store and decided to try out some of the
exercises. What I discovered shocked me. Within a week of practicing a few simple speed reading exercises for just a few minutes
each day, I tripled my reading speed from an average of 300 words per minute (WPM) to 900 WPM. If you've never learned how to
"speed-read" or "photo read," you will be amazed how quickly you can improve your reading speed and improve your
comprehension. Reading 1,000+ words per minute and comprehending even more of what you read than when you were a slow
reader sounds impossible... but it's not. In fact, reading faster and remembering more can actually be physically easier than it is to
read slowly. Here's why.......... So, what are you waiting for? Scroll up to the top of this page and pick up your copy now by clicking
the "BUY NOW" button!
Do you want to read at a faster rate and acquire more knowledge quickly? Then this speed-reading book is for you. Everyone has
the ability to read more at a faster rate. However, most readers lack skills and motivation to speed read. Being able to read faster
is something that a lot of us want to achieve. In this information age, the more you know - more benefits, freedoms, and
opportunities you will have. So many people use reading techniques that they learned as children. As a result, they waste their
time and miss out on some of the great things that they could be learning in the process. If you really want to read faster, then you
must unlearn your old reading ways in order to truly improve both your reading and comprehension skills. In this book, you will find
out the habits and obstacles that hold you back, and you will learn how to shed those handicaps, and your read speed will
dramatically start to increase. With practice, readers will not only speed read and understand articles, books, newspapers, and
blogs, but will also build their personal reading confidence and competence. With innovative tips, tricks, strategies, methods of this
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book, you will be shocked how much faster you are able to read. This book will teach you the basics of speed-reading as well as
advanced techniques so you can increase your reading speed straight away. This strategy guide will enable you to increase your
reading speed and comprehension within a few hours! In this well-designed book, you will learn: The true meaning of speed
reading; Reading barriers that hold you back; How speed reading improves your learning and comprehension; The myths of speed
reading and the answers; Nifty tricks to improve your vocabulary; Easy eye exercises for faster reading; Reading in groups;
Strategies to double or even triple your reading speed in just one hour; Different speed reading methods for different types of text;
Recommendations to improve your concentration and focus; A variety of exercises to practice and improve your reading speed;
And much, much more! You will find out how you can improveyour reading apparatus, your memory, your eyes andyour brain. This
guide will help you to improve your reading skills, improve your comprehension and improve your reading speed. You will read
faster, learn more and remember what you are reading. This book comes with detail explanation and working of speed reading
phenomenon and also contains speed reading exercises. This book will become your favorite guide and will help you to get
excellent skills of speed reading. So what are you waiting for? Buy this book now, start reading, implement the
Use These Powerful Techniques To Increase Your Reading Speed We all read daily, whether it be a newspaper, a book, emails
from friends or colleagues, browsing the web, or papers at work and school. It is a part of our daily lives, yet it is not something we
tend to think about, but rather take for granted. Hence it takes so much of our lives, it is surprising therefore that few of us think of
it as skill to be improved upon. So what is becoming a better reader? What does it involve? This is what I will explain in this book.
Not only how to become a faster reader, but also how to improve comprehension.Through this book, I will guide you through the
process of becoming a speed reader. Not only will you learn how to read faster, but also how to become more efficient, and still
understand what you are reading. I will also help you ditch the bad habits we have all picked up over the years. A Preview Of What
You Will Learn: How To Eliminate Bad Reading Habits To Retain Much More Read Information How To Entirely Focus On
Reading To Read In Blocks
A complete program of practice exercises designed to improve reading speed and comprehension includes tips on study habits
and test-taking skills. Reprint.
#1 Speed Reading Book on Amazon for 2 Straight Years This book has quickly become the go to standard for rapidly improving
reading speed. It offers simple tips to not only accelerate your reading, but comprehension and memory. Unlike other books that
merely teach you to skim & scan, this book taps into your brain and eyes' amazing power to naturally read more words in a shorter
time. Please Note There are a growing number of trolls and copycats on Amazon. They copy hard work of legitimate authors and
post malicious reviews on their book to boost their own ranking. They don't take the time to understand a topic, only copy what
others have written to make money. In fact, much of their content is taken directly from here as I've spent the last 15 years
understanding how to optimize performance of the mind to enhance these areas & more. You will see that in the types of tips this
book offers and how they are offered. In fact, it is the only speed reading book that presents practice drills at the end of every
chapter, so by the time you get to the last page, you will have double or tripled your reading, learning, and memory of written
information.
The former National Director of Education for Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics. presents his do-it-yourself program for increasing
reading speed and boosting comprehension. This program distills fundamental principles and skills chat can be learned at home
with the help of the drills and exercises provided. And because it lets readers choose their own materials and set their own pace,
it's the ideal method for busy people juggling a full schedule.
The ability to read faster is a very important skill, especially for people who need to read a large amount of text every day, such as;
students, editors, reading enthusiasts, etc. It allows the reader to grasp what is being read much faster and helps to cut down the
time spent on reading and understanding the text. The most important reason to learn speed reading is because it helps you to
read a lot more than you would be able to read normally. The average reading speed of a normal reader is between 200 to 400
words per minute, but after training yourself by the methods given in our book with positive attitude will increase it up to or more
than 1000 words per minute. With the saving of time the speed reading improves comprehension as it enables the reader to grasp
arguments and concepts presented in a piece of writing immediately. This empowers you in your life and career. It helps with
concentration and improves the memory as well as instills confidence and adds to your knowledge. As speed readers read a lot
more than an average reader, are up to date on the news and views.This book is about the essential skills that achieve
extraordinary success with everyone. We've designed it so that you can open it and start learning a new reading skill instantly. You
will notice that we get straight to the point with each trick, give an exercise and then finish.In short, it helps you in all spheres of
your life, there is little in your life that is not touched by it. Speed reading can change your life and create opportunities for you.
Do you want to double or triple your reading speed?Do you want to read faster and, at the same time, remember more of what you
have read? This book guides you through some really simple tricks and training techniques. With just a couple of minutes spent on
enhancing your reading skills, you can easily triple your reading speed in a matter of weeks. But just by applying some basic tips,
you can already significantly enhance your reading speed in a matter of minutes. ContentsIntroduction The Concept of Speed
Advantages of Speed Reading Speed Reading Basics The 4 Basic Principles on Improving Reading Skills 7 More Techniques To
Increase Your Reading Speed For Teachers: How to Coach Your Students When to Practice Speed Reading Improved Reading An Alternative Approach Test & Train your Speed Reading Speed Reading Software The 4-Week Speed Reading Training
Program The included 4-week speed reading training program will help you to boost your reading speed even further.
Dramatically improve your reading speed and comprehension! Do you hate to study? Is it slow and boring? Would you like to read
faster and get more out of your study sessions? Speed Reading: The Comprehensive Guide to Speed Reading - Increase Your
Reading Speed by 300% teaches you the basics of speed reading so you can get started increasing your learning speed - right
away! This audiobook will help you assess your current reading speed and track your progress as your skills improve. You'll learn
essential speed-reading techniques, exercises, and strategies to decrease your study time and gain a competitive edge on your
classmates! Can you increase your reading speed without sacrificing quality? How do you maintain comprehension? With Speed
Reading: The Comprehensive Guide to Speed Reading - Increase Your Reading Speed by 300%, you'll learn the difference
between "words-per-minute" (WPM) and "effective words-per-minute" (EWPM). You'll also discover essential "skimming"
techniques that allow you to absorb meaningful words and ignore the rest. This book is all about increasing your learning speed,
not just your reading speed! When you read Speed Reading: The Comprehensive Guide to Speed Reading, you'll discover a
number of amazing speed-reading exercises to increase your eye speed and peripheral vision. It's time to start enjoying your study
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time - and the massive success you can achieve. Enjoy listening to Speed Reading: The Comprehensive Guide to Speed Reading
- Increase Your Reading Speed by 300%.
Jump-Start Your Reading Skills! Speed reading used to require months of training. Now you can rev up your reading in just a few
minutes a day. With quizzes to determine your present reading level and exercises to introduce new skills quickly, 10 Days to
Faster Reading will improve your reading comprehension and speed as it shows you how to: * Break the Bad Habits That Slow
You Down * Develop Your Powers of Concentration * Cut Your Reading Time in Half * Use Proven, Specially Designed Reading
Techniques * Boost the Power of Your Peripheral Vision * Learn How to Scan and Skim a Written Report ...And All in 10 Days!
Presents strategies and techniques designed to increase reading speed, and improve comprehension and retention of a variety of
reading materials.
Speed reading is considered any and all techniques that improved one's ability to read faster and to comprehend information. In
other words, it's a way to read rapidly by allowing the brain to assimilate many words or even sentences at once. There are many
techniques qualified to be considered "speed reading" including chunking and minimizing one's sub-vocalization. Key points that
you will learn in this book: History of Speed Reading Benefits of Speed Reading Speed Reading Exercises Exercises to Increase
Your Flexibility and Your Speed Reading Rate How to Have a Workout Session Techniques to increase Reading Speed
Comprehension Technique: Skimming+ Retention Technique: Maintain Focus And More.....
Triple Your Reading Speed4th EditionSimon and Schuster
To ability to read faster, is not that difficult, but there are set strategies that you need to learn. Once you are able to read faster, you also want
to be able to understand and comprehend everything you read at this new speed. In this book, you will discover some essential tips and
techniques to get you reading at the speed you want too.
"The Speed Reading Amazon Bestseller" ????? "The best speed reading book in Italy" ????? PRACTICAL EXERCISES AND TECHNIQUES
TO DEVELOP LEARNING AND MEMORY Triple your reading speed with an innovative rapid learning method. Because the classic fast
reading techniques are overtaken by the latest techniques and the 3x fast reading method. Because the school taught you that learning =
pain, and how to use the 3x fast read method to create the new association learning = pleasure. THE "FAST READING 3X" METHOD:
EXERCISE TO READ QUICKLY Because the fast reading system based on fixity points is boring, difficult to learn, it requires a lot of practice,
and today it is completely outdated. The trap of inner dialogue: how to use it, without eliminating it, to improve comprehension and
memorization. The 5 phases of the 3x fast reading method to triple your reading speed. THE 2 FUNDAMENTAL INSTRUMENTS OF
LEARNING: MENTAL MAPS AND PREVIEW Mind maps: a very effective tool that exploits both hemispheres of the brain. How to take
advantage of the maps in the creativity and storage of information and in photographic memory. How to use maps in 3x fast reading and how
to use them to create patterns before reading. FAST ULTRA QUICK READING TECHNIQUES Read 1 page / second: how and why 3x fast
reading works better than classic techniques. The biggest trick of children to read quickly that the school teaches us not to use. The secrets
of horizontal reading and how to adapt the inner dialogue to your speed. The secrets of vertical reading to increase your reading speed
tenfold with little training. INSTRUMENTS FOR REVIEW, STUDY AND MEMORY How to memorize long-term without any effort. Because
repetition is a bad memory technique and how to make the most of your brain. How to study half of your friends and get better results in all
subjects. SECRETS OF STORAGE AND OPERATING PRINCIPLES THE ONLY principle on which all memory techniques are based.
Eliminate incorrect habits that slow down comprehension and memorization. Memory techniques for Fast Reading 3x: which ones are, how to
use them to improve your learning. ADVANCED MEMORY AND STORAGE TECHNIQUES How to integrate Mind maps and memory
techniques to speed up the memorization and understanding of a text. How to create an indelible mental archive to store thousands of text
information. Store numbers, names and strange words in the 3x Fast Reading method. APPENDIX: FREE SOFTWARE FOR MENTAL
MAPS AND SECRETS OF USE Benefits of using Mind Maps software. Illustrated guide for creating your first map and various techniques put
to work. How to format your map, use colors and insert images and illustrations.
An instant New York Times bestseller and #1 Wall Street Journal bestseller. JIM KWIK, the world’s #1 brain coach, has written the owner’s
manual for mental expansion and brain fitness. Limitless gives people the ability to accomplish more--more productivity, more transformation,
more personal success and business achievement--by changing their Mindset, Motivation, and Methods. These “3 M’s” live in the pages of
Limitless along with practical techniques that unlock the superpowers of your brain and change your habits. For over 25 years, Jim Kwik has
worked closely with successful men and women who are at the top in their fields as actors, athletes, CEOs, and business leaders from all
walks of life to unlock their true potential. In this groundbreaking book, he reveals the science-based practices and field-tested tips to
accelerate self learning, communication, memory, focus, recall, and speed reading, to create fast, hard results. Learn how to: FLIP YOUR
MINDSET Your brain is like a supercomputer and your thoughts program it to run. That’s why the Kwik Brain process starts with unmasking
assumptions, habits, and procrastinations that stifle you, redrawing the borders and boundaries of what you think is possible. It teaches you
how to identify what you want in every aspect of your life, so you can move from negative thinking to positive possibilities. IGNITE YOUR
MOTIVATION Uncovering what motivates you is the key that opens up limitless mental capacity. This is where Passion + Purpose + Energy
meet to move you closer to your goals, while staying focused and clear. Your personal excitement will be sustainable with self-renewing
inspirations. Your mind starts strong, stays strong, and drives further exponentially faster. MASTER THE METHOD We’ve applied the latest
neuroscience for accelerated learning. Our process, programs, podcasts, and products unleash your brain’s own superpowers. Finish a book
3x faster through speed reading (and remember every part of it), learn a new language in record time, and master new skills with ease. These
are just a few of the life-changing self-help benefits. With Kwik Brain, you’ll get brain-fit and level-up your mental performance. With the best
Mindset, Motivation and Method, your powers become truly limitless.
READ FASTER BY UNDERSTANDING FASTER!...by reading whole ideas at a time. Forget those exercises to widen your "eye-span" to see
more words at a time, because no eye exercises are going to help you read faster unless you can process information faster. That's what this
book will do, by showing you how to think in whole phrases. The special phrase-formatting in this book will make it easy to focus your
attention on larger and more meaningful chunks of information, and make it easy for you to read whole ideas at a time. Make practice reading
fun and interesting with works by these popular authors Eliza Green Pamela Fagan Hutchins Kirsten Weis J.F. Penn Simon Cantan Shanna
Hatfield David Sachs Betta Ferrendeli Wesley Robert Lowe Brenda B. Taylor Florence Osmund J.D. Lovil Enjoy these easy-to-read
exercises, specifically chosen to make it easy for you to push your speed to new levels. Practice reading complete phrases and start seeing
text as a stream of ideas, rather than just words and sounds. Easy Speed Reading gives you a simple and logical technique to change the
way you read and understand text. You'll learn: How to concentrate on larger ideas Why you should focus on comprehension, before speed
The best way to stop sub-vocalization and regression How to read whole ideas, instead of just words and sounds How to comprehend faster
and become a true speed reader Phrase-Reading Sharpens Your Focus and ConcentrationAs you practice reading phrases, you'll also
develop the most important skill of speed reading: the ability to keep a firm connection with the material. This will happen as a natural result of
reading the text as whole ideas rather than words. There are hundreds of books about speed reading... but here's one that works! Get This
Book Now and Start Reading Faster!
SPEED READING - The Complete Blueprint To Speed Reading - Accelerate Your Reading Speed And Comprehension By 400% In Less
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Than 24 Hours Are you ready to discover the Secrets to SPEED READING?Would you like to accelerate your reading speed and reading
comprehension by 400%? Do you want to gain more knowledge in less time?If you answered "YES!" then you'll want to get this book
nowYou're about to discover how to comprehend faster, so instead of simply seeing words faster, you'll actually READ FASTER! When You
Get This Book Today You'll Also Learn... Expand your peripheral vision range Enhance your visualisation skills Uncover the secrets of speed
reading techniques Learn how to read ideas, instead of just the words Look for ideas to visualise phrases Build your speed reading habit from
scratch Learn the mot effective visualisation tactics Much, much more!!! Get your copy today!Take action today and discover how to to
accelerate your reading speed and comprehension by 400% in 24 hours or less! This is a limited time offer!
Use SPEED READING in your life before you even buy this book: 1 - Before reading any page at all, briefly scan over it for about two
seconds so you'll get the slightest hint of what the page is about. This will also cause curiosity and helps with keeping the attention during
reading. 2 - When reading, chose to read in a comfortable position with enough lighting and a minimum of distractions. This will allow your
brain to function at it's full capacity when reading. 3 - Begin at least 3 words in from the first word of each line, and end 3 words in from the
last word. Your peripheral vision will still perceive the words you skimmed over. Now GO and put these speed reading tricks to work in your
life. You will be shocked how much faster you'll be able to read. Then come back here, because I have a whole bunch more to show you in
the book "Speed Reading & Comprehension Guide". Here's What You Will Find In This Book: How you can read up to 300% faster under 4
hours Exactly how you can comprehend and understand 80% of what you read Exercises to improve your reading speed drastically How you
can train your brain And much more valuable content
Learn How To Boost Your Reading Speed By 200% In Record Time This book will teach you how to read AND retain important information
with much more ease and much less time. With some short and simple exercises you'll find yourself reading much more than you have ever
been capable of before. You will learn How To Skim How To Comprehend More How Break Up A Page How To Work Out Your Current
Speed Of Reading And Much, Much More... Make sure you pick up your copy today and make life easier for yourself. Whether it's cramming
for that all important exam or reading over a report at work just in time for the upcoming meeting. Buy this book today and get speedreading.
Tags, Speedreading, Studying Techniques, Fast Reading, Rapid Reading, Speed Reading Exercises, Reading Techniques, How To Read
Faster
Learn a new talent, stay relevant, reinvent yourself, and adapt to whatever the workplace throws your way. Ultralearning offers nine principles
to master hard skills quickly. This is the essential guide to future-proof your career and maximize your competitive advantage through selfeducation. In these tumultuous times of economic and technological change, staying ahead depends on continual self-education—a lifelong
mastery of fresh ideas, subjects, and skills. If you want to accomplish more and stand apart from everyone else, you need to become an
ultralearner. The challenge of learning new skills is that you think you already know how best to learn, as you did as a student, so you rerun
old routines and old ways of solving problems. To counter that, Ultralearning offers powerful strategies to break you out of those mental ruts
and introduces new training methods to help you push through to higher levels of retention. Scott H. Young incorporates the latest research
about the most effective learning methods and the stories of other ultralearners like himself—among them Benjamin Franklin, chess
grandmaster Judit Polgár, and Nobel laureate physicist Richard Feynman, as well as a host of others, such as little-known modern polymath
Nigel Richards, who won the French World Scrabble Championship—without knowing French. Young documents the methods he and others
have used to acquire knowledge and shows that, far from being an obscure skill limited to aggressive autodidacts, ultralearning is a powerful
tool anyone can use to improve their career, studies, and life. Ultralearning explores this fascinating subculture, shares a proven framework
for a successful ultralearning project, and offers insights into how you can organize and exe - cute a plan to learn anything deeply and
quickly, without teachers or budget-busting tuition costs. Whether the goal is to be fluent in a language (or ten languages), earn the
equivalent of a college degree in a fraction of the time, or master multiple tools to build a product or business from the ground up, the
principles in Ultralearning will guide you to success.
Getting Your FREE Bonus Download this book, read it to the end and see "BONUS: Your FREE Gift" chapter after the conclusion. Speed
Reading: Learn How To Triple Your Reading Speed In Just 24 Hours(FREE Bonus Included) We live in an incredibly fast paced society.
Whether we are at work, playing around with social media, or working on school, you are spending your days reading. You might be reading
instructions, you might be reading reports or data, or you might just be catching up with the family, but either way, you are reading. But, did
you know there is a trick to reading? That's right. There tend to be one of two reactions to the content people are reading. The first is that they
take too long to read through it, and are often left feeling like they are behind. Or, they do read through it quickly, but they are then left with a
feeling that they didn't catch everything they were supposed to. It's true, when you read something, you want to do it both quickly and
effectively, and those are skills that need to be learned. You may be able to read just fine, and you may have excellent comprehensive skills,
but if you don't pick up the pace, you are going to be left feeling behind. That is where this book comes in. In it, I am going to teach you how
to not only read faster, or even twice as fast, but I am going to show you how to read three times as quickly as you do right now, and teach
you how to retain and learn from what you read. Use this book to sharpen your reading skills, and learn how to truly read and learn in minimal
time Embrace the challenges of absorbing as much information as you can out of a single setting, and make the most of your time Learn from
between the lines and cut out the time you spend on each line And more! Enjoy the reading! Download your E book "Speed Reading: Learn
How To Triple Your Reading Speed In Just 24 Hours " by scrolling up and clicking "Buy Now with 1-Click" button!
Discover How to Read with Lightning Fast Speed... And Remember Everything With Pinpoint Accuracy Do you wish you could read novels in
NOT weeks, NOT days, but in just a few HOURS?Do you want techniques and methods that really work and yield results that last? Do you
want to double, triple, even quadruple your reading speed? If you said YES to any of these questions then we have great news for you. In just
a few minutes from now, you are going to be handed the secret to reading faster and improving your comprehension skills in record time!
Scientifically proven methods to read and comprehend faster... How to Read Faster focuses not only on speed reading, but also on how to
remember the content you read and even how to use this valuable skill to prepare for your exams - unlock these skills and you will unlock
your life! Included in this powerful guide are techniques guaranteed to make reading faster, more fun, and more fulfilling than ever before. It
combines the best techniques from speed-reading, neuroscience, and modern technology to teach you to read faster and comprehend more.
Yes, with this revolutionary guide, you'll be able to blow through entire novels in a few hours or less.....and remember everything that you
read. Here's Just a Quick Preview of what you will learn when you one-click your copy today: -How to remove all the mental roadblocks and
believe that you can actually speed read -The reading mistakes you are probably committing right now and what to do about them -The one
thing you MUST avoid when reading -How to develop laser-like focus and greater concentration -The secret no one ever tells you about eye
movements and how fewer eye movements can significantly improve your reading speed -How to enhance your visualization skills and
become a visual thinker -Effective strategies that will help you achieve high-level comprehension -How to use the superpower of spaced
repetition to retain vast amounts of information -How to read fiction and non-fiction books with high speed and high level comprehension
-Daily reading habits you must cultivate to develop lightning like reading speed -And much more! Speed-reading is not only a way to improve
your life; it's an exciting new adventure. The more books you read, the more doors you open to your future. With this guide, you will finally
have a chance to read with REAL speed. But first, you have to take action and make it happen. Scroll up and click the BUY NOW button, get
yourself a copy and you're on your way to double, triple or even quadruple your reading speed in just a few hours! ??Buy the Paperback
version of this book and get the eBook version included for FREE! ??
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Develop the Skills to Learn Anything Faster, Easier, and More Effectively Written by the creators of the #1 bestselling course of the same
name, this book will teach you how to "hack" your learning, reading, and memory skills, empowering you to learn everything faster and more
effectively. What Would You Do If You Could Learn Anything 3 Times Faster?In our rapidly changing and information-driven society, the
ability to learn quickly is the single most important skill. Whether you're a student, a professional, or simply embarking on a new hobby, you
are forced to grapple with an every-increasing amount of information and knowledge. We've all experienced the frustration of an ever-growing
reading list, struggling to learn a new language, or forgetting things you learned in even your favorite subjects. This Book Will Teach You 3
Major Skills:Speed reading with high (80%+) comprehension and understandingMemory techniques for storing and recalling vast amounts of
information quickly and accuratelyDeveloping the cognitive infrastructure to support this flood of new information long-termHowever, the
SuperLearning skills you'll learn in this course are applicable to many aspects of your every day life, from remembering phone numbers to
acquiring new skills or even speaking new languages. Anyone Can Develop Super-Learning SkillsThis course is about improving your ability
to learn new skills or information quickly and effectively. We go far beyond the kinds of "speed reading" (or glorified skimming) you may have
been exposed to, diving into the actual cognitive and neurological factors that make learning easier and more successful. We also give you
advanced memory techniques to grapple with the huge loads of information you'll soon be able to process. "This book should be the go-to
reference for anyone looking to upgrade their mind's firmware!" -Benny Lewis, Language Learning Expert Learn How to Absorb and Retain
Information in a Whole New Way - A Faster, Better Way The Authors' Proprietary Method for Teaching Speed Reading & Memory
ImprovementÂ You may have even taken a normal speed reading course in the past, only to realize that you didn't retain anything you read.
The sad irony is that in order to properly learn things like speed reading skills and memory techniques in the past, you had to read dozens of
books and psychological journals to decode the science behind it. Or, you had to hire an expensive private tutor who specializes in
SuperLearning. That's what I did. And it changed my life. Fortunately, my co-authors (experts and innovators in the fields of superlearning,
memory improvement, and speed reading) agreed to help me transform their materials into the first ever digital course. Over 25,000 satisfied
students later, we have transformed our course into a book you can enjoy anywhere. Our teaching methodology relies heavily on at-home
exercises. The chapters themselves are only part of what you're buying. You will be practicing various exercises and assignments on a
regular basis over the course a 7 week schedule. In addition to the lectures, there are hours of supplemental video and articles which are
considered part of the curriculum. "This vital book contains all the tools needed to learn, memorize, and reproduce anything you want with the
joy that ease brings. Don't take another class until you've read it!" -Dr. Anthony Metivier, Author & Memory Expert If you wish to improve
memory and concentration, learn more effectively, read faster, and learn the techniques of memory champions - look no further! An awesome
read that will push the limits of your brain. Levi does an incredible job of guiding you through, to bring your brain from average to
UNSTOPPABLE!" -Nelson Dellis, 4-Time USA Memory Champion
How to Read Faster and Better If I told you that you could read an entire book in an afternoon, would you believe me? When we were taught
how to read growing up, we were taught to read slowly and deliberately. These poor reading habits hold us back, and it's why so many
people don't enjoy reading. When you read slowly, your mind wanders, you get distracted, and you find something more interesting to do. But
reading can be faster, more fun, and more fulfilling than ever before once you learn the best reading strategies for your learning type. In this
short book, you'll discover proven strategies to read faster WITHOUT having to: Practice speed-reading techniques for hours and hours Skim
text and risk missing crucial information Read cliff notes or shortened versions of a book This book combines the best lessons from speed
reading techniques, neuroscience, and modern technology to allow you to read faster and comprehend more than you ever thought possibleand you will start reading faster today! Say Goodbye to Slow Reading Forever! I have always been a slow reader. I could never focus long
enough to read an entire book. I often forgot what I had just read, and had to re-read sentences over and over again. Reading was a
frustrating, slow, and painful experience, so I tried to make up for my poor reading skills by studying more and working harder. And it
worked... but I wanted more. I wanted to be able to read more, learn more, and, most importantly, remember more. If you've quit reading
more books than you can remember because of boredom or frustration, this quick read will change your life-and every book from now on will
be a "quick read" for you. Everything changed when I developed a better way to read entire books very fast... Incredible Reading Results in 7
Days I was able to read 4 books in my first week of using the method-including the first Harry Potter Book (a book I never had time to read
and could never imagine finishing before I learned these new reading strategies). In Read Better Faster: How to Triple Your Reading Speed
and Comprehension Without Speed Reading, Skimming, or Skipping you will discover: The exact methods anyone can use to read books
faster than you ever imagined Never again struggle to finish a book, no matter how big or complex it is Start reading (and finishing) more
books your friends and colleagues recommend to you How to guarantee laser-focused reading so you never have to re-read or forget what
you just read How to comprehend and retain everything you read using a method that forces your brain to turn what you read into long-term
memory storage How to accelerate your ability to learn more by reading more, reading faster, and remembering more information than ever
before This book is perfect for you if: You need to study for an exam, improve your grades, or do better in school You need to learn new
business skills to improve your career or business You just want to breeze through your favorite fiction books so you can enjoy reading even
more You've always wanted to read more books but just can't find the time or struggle to get through a book I encourage you to invest in
yourself by learning these new reading strategies so you can read faster, remember more, and gain more knowledge faster than you ever
thought possible. You'll be able to use your new reading superpower for the rest of your life. Reading faster with better recall will open up an
entirely new world for you and it's just one click away. Scroll up and click the "buy now" button to get started.
Drastically Increase Your Reading Speed and Comprehension! Accelerated Learning: Learn How to Read and Learn Faster Speed reading is
sorely misunderstood by many people who think that it is too good to be true. But in this book, it shows, through the association of many
examples and simple illustrations how you can take your present level of reading and within the next 24 hours triple your rate of words per
minute. Think about that for a minute. If you are like most people you are probably reading at about 200 - 300 words per minute. This book
will teach you to get up to 600 words per minute in the next day. How effective will that make you? How much time would that save you?
What is the opportunity cost of not taking this on? When we use speed reading it saves us time. That's the obvious advantage, but not the
most beneficial. When we speed read, each new piece of information has the potential to change the trajectory of our lives. It has the
potential to endow us with knowledge and that in turn has the potential to catapult our lives into the realm of abundant success. First of all,
this isn't like any accelerated learning book you've ever read. There's no fluff or filler - Just bulletproof points to Learn Faster. So like I said,
there's more to this little book than "just" speed reading. Here's a fraction of what you're getting... Easy Speed Reading Methods How to
optimize your Head Position and Posture while reading Different patterns to maximize your learning potential The psychology of Reading
How to get rid of distraction, be more productive and learn faster All that starts here and now. The speed reading strategies in this book are
well proven and well documented and as you go through them you will realize how simple they are and wish you had thought about them
sooner. It's time to start your accelerated learning journey and the massive success you can achieve. Download Your Speed reading book:
Triple Your Reading Speed In Less Than 24 Hours and start seeing results right away!
In a society that hinges upon speed and fast results, it's no wonder why the reintroduction of speed reading in recent years has revitalized our
society's interest in learning the skill. The ability to read words and sentences at a rate much faster than regular reading has captured the
attention of many who seek to retain and comprehend vast amounts of information in as little time as possible. And although speed reading is
an effective and beneficial skill that we all have the potential of unlocking, it requires our time, knowledge, and dedication. Through
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descriptive explanations of speed reading techniques and habits to avoid while reading, tips on how to set up your speed reading
environment, detailed pointers on how to practice speed reading, and texts to practice your new skills on, this book will help you improve your
reading speed in less than 12 hours.
In today's busy and complex world, rapid and efficient reading is not only a useful skill, it is a must for everyone who wants to succeed. The
big switch in business and industry has been from brawn jobs to brain jobs -- and it is the person who knows how to read swiftly and
intelligently who will reap the profit of this new era. Here are the secrets of a dynamic new reading technique that will enable you to read in
half the time with better comprehension -- in only 10 days! In fact with just a few simple exercises your reading will improve 10% or more on
the very first day! Spend just a few minutes a day with this book and you will not only double your reading speed but also your chances for
success in any walk of life.

Breakthrough Technique: Read Faster by Understanding Faster. Don't you hate it when reading takes so long... and yet
you retain so little? Is this way of reading even worth your time? By learning to read with yourwhole brain -- not just the
slow, step-by-step, analytical left side that handles word-recognition, but also your fast, parallel-processing, bigpictureright brain -- you can reach new levels of reading and cognition. Learn to visualize whole ideas at a time, and turn
reading into a truly engaging experience instead of a chore. Discover how to encourage the involvement of your powerful,
silent, imaginative right-hemisphere and begin reading ideas rather than just words. Apply the conceptual abilities of your
right brain to increase concentration, comprehension, and reading speed. Only faster comprehension, can lead to faster
reading!! Reading IS comprehension. There is no reading without comprehension. The only way to really read faster, is
byunderstanding faster. These new theories and techniques will have you reading faster bythinking faster. Read whole
ideas at a time. Strengthen your comprehension. Sharpen your concentration. Reduce your vocalization. Improve your
retention. Increase your speed. Do you want to continue throwing your time away, achieving the same pitiful results, and
remaining frustrated and bored with your reading? Tens of thousands of people have already used this method at
readspeeder.com to improve their reading skills. Learn how these techniques work, and how to apply them to your own
reading. Practice easily with the20 uniquely designed exercises that will have you immediately reading whole ideas at a
time. Plus, as a gift to you, there is a FREE BONUS of four downloadable pdf books. The full text of each of these books
is prepared with the same special formatting as the exercises in this book, to give you even more opportunity to practice
reading whole ideas. Your purchase of the paperback book also entitles you to get the Kindle version for FREE. Get your
copy of READING WITH THE RIGHT BRAIN today and start reading with all your brain. What Others Are Saying: A
unique method that allows you to more effectively assimilate what you read in a shorter amount of time -- Amanda
Johnson, M.A.,Assistant Professor of English, Collin College, Plano, Texas Includes not only original theories and
techniques for reading improvement, but also a totally exclusive method of presenting practice exercises -- Richard Sutz,
CEO,The Literacy Company, www.EfficientReading.com, Author of “Speed Reading for Dummies” It is amazing to me
that so much could have been written in so many years since Evelyn Wood about speed reading and no one came up
with the idea of “speed comprehension.” -- Dr. James Young,Professor of English, Weber State University, Ogden, Utah
Learn How Speed Reading and increase your reading speed by up to 300% in 24 Hours Do you want to Read Faster,
Take in more and improve yourself? Learn the fundamentals of speed reading with techniques and methods to learn fast!
Basic and Advanced Speed reading techniques!! You Will Learn The Following: The History of speed reading The
Benefits of reading faster How to Speed read The Basics and Advanced Speed Reading! What gets in the way of reading
fast Ways to master speed reading And Much Much More! Whether you just want to learn more about the speed reading
or already understand it and want extra help becoming an Speed reading expert, this book is for you. So don't delay it
any longer. Take This Opportunity By Buying This Speed Reading Guide Now! You will be shocked by how much you
can learn about speed reading, impress your friends and family with how fast you can read, read more and get ahead of
the curve. Get that promotion or simply read more fascinating books. Don't Delay And Scroll Up To Buy With 1 Click
How to Quadruple Your Reading Speed: "...This book is the key to reading at four times your current speed and
absorbing much more from everything you read..." Most of us don't realize it, but the way we were taught to read as
children is far from the most efficient way of doing things. It was the easiest way to help you learn your letters, but in
adulthood it's a handicap that keeps you from reaching your full reading potential. By ridding yourself of these
impediments and discovering a whole new method of reading, you can triple your speed in a matter of days - and that's
just the start. Shed the handicaps that are holding your reading speed back In this book, you'll find out what about your
reading style is keeping you from absorbing the contents of every piece of writing that strikes your fancy. You'll learn how
to shed those handicaps and your reading speed will instantly start to increase. Exercise your own reading equipment to
boost your speed You'll find out how you can improve your own reading equipment - your eyes, your memory and your
brain - in such a way that you can both see more words in the space of a minute and absorb their meaning as you do.
You'll learn: · How to care for your eyes and keep them in top condition as you practice your reading · How to exercise
your eyes so that their muscles can take in more words at a time · How to pre read a piece of text to help your mind
comprehend what it's seeing · How to set up your reading space to give your brain the optimum environment Start
speeding your reading instantly Simply shedding the handicaps and honing your equipment will improve your reading
speed, but you will also begin a daily exercise practice that will improve both your speed and your comprehension. Not
only will you increase the number of words you are reading, you'll also take away more information to store in your
knowledge banks. Become more flexible in your reading In this book, you'll discover that reading a book from cover to
cover is not always the best way to go about it. Using speed reading techniques, you will find out how to take away
exactly the information you were looking for. You'll learn methods such as: · Flexible reading, skipping over the
unnecessary sections and focusing on what's important · Hot spot reading, finding the key pieces of information on the
page · Recall enhancement, remembering the parts of the text that really matter Discover a whole new world of reading
From the moment you put down this book, the world will open up to you. So much of human knowledge is laid out in the
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books, magazines, newspaper articles and web pages we encounter every single day. With your speed reading
techniques, you will increase your ability to learn new topics and skills, increase your knowledge in every area that
interests you and boost your confidence tenfold. Read four times more quickly than you do right now within a matter of
days. Pick up your copy right now by hitting the BUY NOW button at the top of the page!
Getting Your FREE Bonus Download this book, read it to the end and see "BONUS: Your FREE Gift" chapter after the
conclusion. Speed Reading: Triple Your Reading Speed: Proven Hacks We live in an incredibly fast paced society.
Whether we are at work, playing around with social media, or working on school, you are spending your days reading.
You might be reading instructions, you might be reading reports or data, or you might just be catching up with the family,
but either way, you are reading. But, did you know there is a trick to reading? That's right. There tend to be one of two
reactions to the content people are reading. The first is that they take too long to read through it, and are often left feeling
like they are behind. Or, they do read through it quickly, but they are then left with a feeling that they didn't catch
everything they were supposed to. It's true, when you read something, you want to do it both quickly and effectively, and
those are skills that need to be learned. You may be able to read just fine, and you may have excellent comprehensive
skills, but if you don't pick up the pace, you are going to be left feeling behind. That is where this book comes in. In it, I
am going to teach you how to not only read faster, or even twice as fast, but I am going to show you how to read three
times as quickly as you do right now, and teach you how to retain and learn from what you read. Use this book to
sharpen your reading skills, and learn how to truly read and learn in minimal time Embrace the challenges of absorbing
as much information as you can out of a single setting, and make the most of your time Learn from between the lines and
cut out the time you spend on each line And more! Enjoy the reading! Download your E book "Speed Reading: Triple
Your Reading Speed: Proven Hacks" by scrolling up and clicking "Buy Now with 1-Click" button!
This book brings speed reading into the 21st century. It introduces AutoSkim* technology that deletes less important
words from a document so readers can skim faster. The corresponding website ReadPal.com offers additional support
material and exercises. (Education/Teaching)
Speed reading is the ability to both read and comprehend text at a faster pace. The average reader is able to read a set
number of words per minute. Typically, this number falls between 200 - 400 words per minute. The individual who is able
to speed read has the ability to read three or even four times as a fast as the average reader. While true that naturally
people do read at different paces - some are your average readers and others read a little but above average reading
pace - the fact remains that speed reading is a special skill set that can be learned by anyone. Learning speed reading is
a focused, mind engaging activity that requires several different tactics to effectively employ. No matter what approach is
used - one can significantly increase the number of words read per minute by taking a dedicated approach to practicing
speed reading. This means that a steady routine of practicing speed reading tactics will work towards greatly increasing
reading speed and comprehension within a relatively short period of time. The key is being consistent in exercising the
brain with the various speed reading drills that are available. The benefits of speed reading are many; ones that can be
used in a person's daily life. Speed readers have used this ability as a way to grow professionally - quickly learning the
material needed to advance and obtain promotions. For those who love reading, speed reading enhances reading activity
as the avid reader is able to complete books faster and accordingly can retain facts longer about the novels, as speed
reading also increases an individual's level of comprehension. Having the skill is linked to an increased IQ along with
improved memory. Speed reading augments an individual's ability to learn. A person can walk in confidence knowing
they hold an ability to virtually learn any body of work through the enhanced reading and comprehension that speed
reading offers. The benefits of speed reading are many and its benefits can be readily felt in day to day life. This is a skill
anyone could learn and one that everyone should indeed learn.
Want to Triple your Reading Speed whilst Retaining the Information in just One Day without experiencing burnout and
fatigue from trying to read too quickly? This guide book will provide a One Day Routine that will aid you in Tripling your
Reading Speed. With Proven and Easily Implementable Speed Reading Strategies, you will be able to apply them to
Work and/or Studies straight away even without prior knowledge. Inside you'll discover: 10 Little known Perks of Speed
Reading apart from just reading quickly that you can benefit from Immensely The 8 Best Speed Reading Techniques that
you can apply to begin Reading Faster in the Least amount of Time required The 5 Most Common Mistakes and
Misconceptions frequently made by people who Speed Read for the first time so that you can steer clear from them Your
One-Day Routine to Triple your Reading Speed for a more Productive and Efficient You And much, much more! ALSO
INCLUDES: The 5 Best Information Retention Techniques to apply after Speed Reading Want to know more? Simply
scroll up and click on the "Buy now with 1-Click" button at the top of this page.
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